
History of 
HOLISTIC 
Thought



Founding HOLISTIC theories
Philosophical predecessors
• Eastern philosophy

– Tao, Buddhism
• Zen koan(s)

– “What is the sound of one hand 
clapping?”

– When you seek it, you cannot find it.
– “If you have to ask what jazz is, you’ll 

never know.” (Satchmo Armstrong)



The Puzzle!

One morning the ____ calls his friend and says ...
 "Please come over and  help me. I have this 

killer jigsaw puzzle, and I can't figure out how to 
start it."

His friend asks "What is it a puzzle of?"
The ____ says "From the picture on the box, it's a 

tiger."
The ____'s friend figures that she's pretty good at 

puzzles, so she heads over to his place. He lets 
her in the door and shows her to where he has 
the puzzle spread all over the table.



She studies the pieces for a moment, then 
studies the box. She then turns to him 
and says:

"First, no matter what I do, I'm not going to 
be able to show you how to assemble 
these to look like the picture of that tiger."



Second, I'd 
advise you to 
relax, have a 
cup of coffee, 
and put all these 
Frosted Flakes 
back in the box."



Others
• Rousseau:  all people are born good
• Berkeley:  there is nothing but the internal 

world



Henry D. Thoreau (1817-1862)

• “If a man does not keep pace with his 
companions, perhaps it is becaue he 
hears a different drummer. Let him step 
to the music which he hears, however 
measured or far away.”

• Walden Pond...
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Boss:  Spheres of Awareness Existential 
Foundations of Medicine in Psychology 
(1940'-50's)
• Umwelt

– landscape world
– vegetation/plant world
– animal world

• Mitwelt
– social relationships (with humans ... and animals?)

• Eigenwelt
– body world
– thought world



A New 
Yorker’s 
view of 
the 
world…



Kurt Lewin's Field Theory

• Lewin:  "Topological Psychology"
• The concept of psychological fields

– influenced by success, in physics, of 
Einstein's and others' field theories--e.g., 
gravitational, magnetic field

– "personal space"



Properties of psychological fields
• existence
• boundary

– strength----weakness
– fluidity---rigidity
– == permeability ==

• unidirectional
• bidirectional

• temporal nature
• location...

– nearness-----remoteness



•  So, rich variety of field types & 
properties can be exhibited

• "poverty" of psychological fields could 
indicate...



Lewin's model of 
the person x 
situation 
interaction:



a case study in psychological field 
diagrams ... a 9-year old



Nonpsychological 
environment
• Psychological 

space
– The "Hull" of the 

Life Space
• Life Space



Lewin & Psychological space



people as fields



More people, more fields



Love and Lewin’s fields



A shift in 
perspective: 
fields internal 
to the person 
(real 
personality?)



The inner 
fields:
• motor-

perceptual 
layer

• inner 
personal 
regions

• peripheral 
cells

• central cells



Modern applications:



Military 
applica-
tions:



karate / jujitsu

• “the line…”
• [scan from Bruce Lee…]



Gestaltists

• The original 
purpose: 
immediate proofs 
of active 
constructivism.



• Old or 
Young?



Again,

• Young or 
Old?



George Kelly's

• Active constructivism
• Alternative Constructivism
• "People are what they make of 

themselves, and, more than that ... What 
they make of themselves is what they 
are."



Active constructivists & 
therapeutic implications:



Constructs as hypotheses

• (á la George Kelly, the Holistic theorist)



people as lay scientists? Jerry/i’s 
“data:”
• Jerry/i’s lover, Bob, 

smells different
• Hypotheses:

– 1. He took a shower.
• With that new body wash

– 2. He hasn’t showered.
• And…he used the 

“cologne” option

– 3. He washed his 
clothes.

– 4. He’s wearing 
someone else’s 
clothes.

– 5. He was “making 
out” with someone 
(else).

– 6. He stopped 
smoking.

Constructs as hypotheses



More hypotheses…

– 7. Febreez©  spritz
– 8. “I was standing 

reallyreally close to 
someone with 
cologne.”

–  9. “The cologne 
gnomes attacked 
me!!!!”

– 10. I gave my sister a 
tight hug good-bye!!!

– 11. I was buying a 
present for my 
brother.

– 12. :: Bob’s cheatin’ 
on me!!!



freedom versus determinism in 
Kelly's theory:
• reciprocal determinism again?

– "This personal construct system provides him 
[the person] with both freedom of decision and 
limitation of action -- freedom, because it 
permits him to deal with the meaning of events 
rather than forces him to be helplessly pushed 
about by them, and limitation, because he can 
never make choices outside the world of 
alternatives he has erected for himself."  (Kelly, 
1958, p. 58)



Mahoney used the "lay 
scientist" approach to 
develop his model of self-
management
• Mahoney's "scientist-practitioner" model 

of self-management
• Related to the clinical training model of 

the same name)



End of
History of 
HOLISTIC 
Thought


